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Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2007


	Since the successful invention of the first Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

	system by Damadian et al. for cancer diagnosis three decades ago, the medical use of

	MRI has developed rapidly applicable to a wide range of diseases. Since the first

	attempt to image the heart with MRI in the early 1980s, extensive hardware and software...
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Grossman's Cardiac Catheterization, Angiography, and InterventionLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005
The premier reference on cardiac catheterization is now in its thoroughly revised Seventh Edition, reflecting the rapid evolution and growing clinical use of interventional techniques. The completely revamped interventional section includes new material on treatment of pediatric and adult congenital heart disease, as well as on coronary...
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Preventive Cardiology: Insights Into the Prevention and Treatment of Cardiovascular Disease (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2006
With the gradual transition from the technology-driven, intervention-oriented perspective of the last decade to a new, preventive, molecular-based perspective, Joanne Foody, MD, has amassed new preventive measures for use in everyday practices in this new edition of Preventive Cardiology.  This new edition provides practical information for the...
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Atlas of Practical Applications of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (Developments in Cardiovascular Medicine)Springer, 2005

	Six years have passed since the edition of our

	Atlas of Practical Cardiac Applications of MRI.

	Fortunately, the technique has experienced

	during this time a continuous development

	that demanded a new updated version of the

	book. One of the consequences of this

	growing process has been the adoption of the

	term...
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Real-Time 3D Interventional EchocardiographySpringer, 2013

	â€‹Advances in technology and human skill have made possible percutaneous catheter-based procedures for a wide spectrum of structural heart disease. A growing number of structural heart diseases that over the past two decades would have required open heart surgery can be safely treated using percutaneous catheter-based...
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Cardiac Drug Therapy (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2007

	This book addresses the pharmacology and therapeutic application of drugs used to treat heart diseases and hypertension. Additions and updates to the sixth edition include six new chapters on current controversies in cardiac drug therapy such as the beta blocker issue many cardiologists are presently grappling with. The book provides...
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Atlas of Nuclear CardiologySpringer, 2013

	The aim of the 4th edition of the Atlas of Nuclear Cardiology is to provide physicians and students in cardiology, radiology, and nuclear medicine who want the latest information in the field of cardiovascular nuclear medicine up-to-date and comprehensive information on advances in instrumentation, radiotracers, protocols, and clinical...
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ICU Protocols: A Step-wise Approach, Vol ISpringer, 2020

	
		
			The second edition of this highly successful book includes up-to-date notes on the step-wise management of clinical emergencies encountered in everyday intensive care units (ICU). Each thoroughly revised chapter provides concise information for point-of-care treatment, making it a practical guide clinicians can refer to on...
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Practical Guide to Neurovascular EmergenciesSpringer, 2013

	Modern vascular neurology, particularly in the emergency setting, often requires a great capacity for analysis and synthesis. Physicians who manage these patients must have acquired multidisciplinary skills, including a good knowledge of clinical neurology and medical imaging, but they may also need to be skilled in cardiology and intensive...
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Pediatric Cardiology: The Essential Pocket GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	
		Caring for children with heart disease is extremely complex, requiring a different and often tailor-made approach compared with adults with similar cardiac problems. 

	
		Built on the success of previous editions and brought to you by a stellar author team, Pediatric Cardiology: The Essential Pocket Guide...
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Stem Cells And Myocardial Regeneration (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2006

	Over the past 5 years there has been great excitement and controversy in the scientific, financial, and lay literature for the potential of stem cell-based strategies for the prev- tion and treatment of chronic heart failure (CHF). Not that long ago we believed we were born with a set number of cardiac myocytes and that once damaged there was...
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Mayo Clinic Cardiology: Concise Textbook (Murphy, Mayo Clinic Cardiology)CRC Press, 2006

	For busy clinicians, residents, and fellows continually challenged with a rapidly expanding body of cardiology information, this expertly conceived Third Edition of a best-selling textbook provides a contemporary succinct distillation of the current status of cardiovascular knowledge and disease. From specific diseases to particular signs,...
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